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TEACHERS' OPINIONS ON FEEDBACK IN COMMUNICATION 
AS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

A B S T R A C T
Feedback asafw m  ofcoretriietivcCTilirisni plays an importunl rate in theprarcssof education. lb  
aim is to influence students' devdopmcnl nouipwely Th»chaplFr<te5aibe5.find d vi rad ernes! he 
basic nJcsHiudtocfe of n r a t r o  effective feedback. Research rofcrrirgcraihc mcanin*. of-coretroc- 
cive dirtcistn in w i t -  wifti fflirtcrt? is n l »  prosenred A  correctly ffvcm fecctwc* is fi (pear wny ef 
communicatina between (he teacher and Ihc students. T h e  skill. however. requires taTcwtedjK' 
•ind practice 1hnt rnay help in buiMinB correct rotations*«]» *1 « * « » )  And rw y  be effective in 
teachers-' «hK attcnol work.
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I have |usl received a fetter form a VxmR scientist, who dealt with an interestins. 
maths problem. He drew a conduaon that is right and original: He also undertook 
9 trial to prove a, Hc>wever. in his couirti I found twt> wronn assumption*. atthough 
the m u ll is correct. He fell intuitively that tB c c n d ia o n  is ccnrcct bul He could not 
ewe a reason for Iharl I corroded him. and v-rcte to him that the condtsion is right 
and 1hat He can use my ocrroctnn. 1 did; not went to compete with that young man 
and vented him to (cel independent. This way he keeps the right to be the first as far 
as the idea is concerned, and he can search For the right sofcflkm himself without ow
ing anything to me ■

Albert Einstein

An effective educational communication at school is the base for all educa
tional processes, In contrasi to other processes of intcrpcretuial communica
tion. educational communicatkin is wtpresswJ in the intended and intentional 
teacher's influence on students, unconditional acceptance, end actions aiming 
at help, support and students' development.* 1 The teacher's educational skills, 
which are based on the knowledge about the «rodent. school, methods and 
ways of influencing the interpersonal and task oriented spheres, are essentia] in

1 G . Ko6-Senuch. fdouez^id-t uezerf w^tuH^achrzkolriych. Bwilystok. ] w S . p. 123.
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those processes. These skills indude: effective communication, solving con
flicts in student teams, active listening, decision making abilities, talking and. 
most of all, giving feedback in order to provide help and support for students' 
development.

Such skills thus have a decisive meaning lot the quality and effectiveness of 
a teacher's wort with a student. The teacher, as the peison being in charge ol 
the child's development in certain areas of knowledge, as well as having influ
ence on the development of a young poison's personality, is responsible for the 
creation of a student's positive image and the way of perceiving hinYhersdf and 
the surrounding world. Thanks to certain skills and knowledge, the teacher 
should direct students' development in such a way as to create a positive image 
of the student themselves and other people. Due to many conditions resulting 
from the complexity of interpersonal relationships, it is very difficult and requites 
U huge amount of knowledge, competences and a teacher’s true vocation.'

Teachers' skills in their relationship with students should be based On three 
important elements, i.e. the abilities to motivate, make contact and criticiie. 
C riticism  (lat- critkus "judging'} is [he analysts and evaluation of both good 
and bad qualities from the point ol view of certain values (such as: practical, 
ethical, cognitive, scientific, csthctical and correct ones}, it may concern many 
spheres like science {science criticism), formality correctness (logical criticism) 
and content-related correctness (content-related criticism or empirical criti
cism). in casual speech the word 'criticism" is usually understood as being in 
opposition (in words or in writing} DO a certain phenomenon, person, fact or 
way of solving problems, connected with a negative evaluation of such facts. 
Criticism may be of a constructive or destructive form. Constructive criti
cism is a type of criticism which is characterized by the Tact that the person 
criticizing at the same time suggests a way of solving a problem. Constructive 
criticism is Feedback information essential for following a correct path and im
plementing certain improvements. It requires effort and is ai [he same time 
a sign of honesty and treating the ether person with respect.

Daatm cttve criticism  is usually expressed in a form of some general, sub
jective remarks concentrated on a person's characteristic features; it takes the 
form of a non-objective comments. A  lack of criticism is also not good, as is its 
excess and unsuitable form.'

A  constructive form of criticism in the literature of the subject is called feed
back. Feedback in English means feed -  to provide with food, and back -  to 
give back. It is vety often not translated into Polish, and the Polish equivalent 
and English version are used interchangeably.

1B. Sirycbaislu-God, Za dutfeiym pnogjetn. Warszawa. 200s, p. SI.
‘ Wikipedia: wkna entyklotwdia [online], modified: IM jJ iH O  [access: AOd.zou]. Lrytyka.

I iitl h n pc/VpJ. wibpediio qywi kvkjyiyfcj.
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Iri the process of education, feedback os 1 * ormstructive criticism plays on im
portant rale with the aim to positively influence students' development.

According to Bee end Bee, feedback is an essential part of a coined two
sided communication. ft is a fundamental part of the process of directing peo
ple to act and behave in a way most suitable in cettain situations.* Feedback is 
constantly given by everyone in formal and informal ways. Feedback is also in
formation from the environment when a person Learns from experience about 
some facts and inictdependcncos, and about their own and other people's 
abilities. An evaluating feedback is the base for human development, allowing 
for shaping of certain features and skills.

Feedback is also defined as 'information about acting or behaving, which 
leads to an action that is supposed to confirm or develop the action or bebav- 
iour\ or 'awareness of the learners which of their actions reached a certain 
level, thanks to which, they will be able to perform the action, and explanation 
given to them on what was below a standard in order to agree on a plan at- 
lowing to avoid similar behaviour in the futute, and to choose a way to a de
sired standard'.’ Constructive feedback gives specific information, is concen
trated on a task and is based on observation. It lakes two forms:*

• positive feedback. -  respecting the needs of the other side, acting in or
der to make the contact better, striving to understand: the honest express
ing one's opinions in such a way as not to hun the other person.

■ ncgativc/coL i d l i n g  feedba ck -  having own needs above the needs of 
the other person; acting in such a way leads to communication block, be
cause ihe other side feet hurt, humiliated and in such conditions is unable 
to cooperate.

Both positive and negative feedback have benefits to teachers, students and 
parents.

The most important assumption in feedback is that the pereon teoeivirg it 
can do something correctly or that there is a positive way of achieving certain 
results. In a school situation, such an approach to a student is mostly required- 
In the I W s  Rosenthal and Jacobson showed that if teachers assume that stu
dents will act wisely, they will probably do so. If. however, they assume that 
they will act stupidly, then this will happen ,T It is important that feedback is of 
a const ructive character, based on what is good and the best way to reach the 
aim, It should not be esdusivefy bad. The aim of the feedback given by the 
teacher k  to provide students with information on their behavior and actions, 
which arc evaluated on the bads of objective standards. It should be given in

“ Ft. Bor and F  Bee. Feedback W arsaw i. 199$. p. 7.
1 [bHk'TTL p. 10.
‘ O . Rzyckj. Feedback w p w J c c  [online!, modified: 11.04.20] I. [access 2 .m .2 0 [l]_  [in:] hrtpJ/ 

mana a « .  ■*wnja k_pl/za n & h a rw  ■ zespole m/2796-36.2. Feedbadc-w- pi(SLik»JranJ.
t A . JarKKrtfci. Liczeń ■oMcairze tycia sztolncno. VL'arsawa. 1995. p. 72.
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such a way that the receiver, in this case the student, can keep a positive atti
tude towards himselttietself and Learning. Information given should encour
age the student to implement iheiT own plan of action in accordance with the 
standards of behavior and action implemented by the school. Feedback is an 
inseparable and essential part of the process of education as it heips in learning 
new skills, improving existing ones and changing behavior.

Feedback is necessary as a regular and constant part of inteipetsonal com
munication between parents and children, teachers and students and future 
husbands and wives, friends, employers and employees, it is therefore impor
tant to provide effective, weil constructed feedback within such relationships, 
and to do so it must be based on some rales. Il should be given at a certain 
time, and if possible immediately alter the events it concerns. Giving feedback 
loo late makes the information loo old and lacking the requited moaning. This 
is responsible for maintaining a ne#uive fooling which may lead to the out
burst of aggression. The person giving constructive criiicism at a given time 
should fed confident that they have enough time to pass the information on- 
TTic capabilities of the person receiving feedback should also be taken into ac
count- Having in mind a person's readiness to receive criiicism. three cate
gories can be distinguished;

]) "buckets' -  people who knew their value, have confidence in their possi
bilities of development and change, are positive towards receiving a con
structive criticism;

i )  "mugs' -  people who can receive a reasonable dose of criticism in the 
form of three pieces of information concerning them:

1) "thimbles'- people who require special carefulness and sensitivity due to 
their lack of belief in their own abilities and sensitivity due to former ex
periences connected with destructive criticism.

A  specific group comprises those who wait for constructive criticism to im
prove the effects of their work, but who, after getting feedback, do not change 
a single thing about the way they act. Russell terms such people 'buckets with 
a hole'.* Students also have different levels of readiness for receiving feedback 
depending on their former experiences, their fooling of their own values, and 
their evaluations of the environment. The level of acceptance of feedback may 
be different every day. depending on the mood, difficult situations on a certain 
day. stress, etc. In such a case, it is difficult to provide feedback correctly.

Feedback is evaluated as a necessary pan of cooperation and the effective 
functioning of groups working together in companies and organizations. A  lot 
of theories concerning feedback can be implemented in school situations, and 
as feedback is not of an extorting form it allows for the avoidance of stressful re
marks and punishments and at the same time encourages development, which

• ft. Bcv ,ind F  Bcc. vp. cit„ p, 13, 
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inessential iii the process of education. Having tho above in ntirtd it cap be star
ed that. as in the case of managing staff, in 'm anaging' students at school feed
back has some influential functions, for example;

■ Sustaining and improving results. Feedback makes students reelbce which 
ways of behaving are effective and which are to be continued in the fu
ture. O n  the other hand, it allows for eliminating the behavior that nega
tively influences learning results.

■ Getting new  competences- Feedback is an essential pan of the process of 
teaming whereby the learner can observe- their development and realize 
what should be improved.

* Development and unleashing potential. Constructive feedback at impor
tant stages in the processor Learning may provide the right use of potential 
in students.

* Deveiopment of team work. The ability for students to provide feedback 
in a class is the basic element of their effective cooperation.

* Raising morale, motivation and involvement. The  recognition of well per
formed tasks, the feeling of success, and the release of potential to grow  
and develop are key motivating factors.'1

In order to achieve this, one the basic condition o l proper feedback con
struction by the sender and the expression of constructive criticism should be 
fulfilled. Therefore. 10 tools for feedback creation have been formed:

1. Analysis of tbe situation.
1. Stating aims and results to be reached.
3. Adjusting the range of reception.
4. Creating a proper atmosphere.
5. Effective communication.
6. Description efthe behavior to be changed.
7. Description of tbe desired behavior.
ft. Collaborative search for solutions.
9. Focusing Oh what is good.
10. Reaching agreement.
Th e  first step for the proper construction of feedback requires a deep analy

sis o l the situation taking all its aspects into consideration, it should be staled 
where ihe problem is. what it results from, what needs to be changed and 
why. Using examples, the problem and its consequences should be made 
clear.

Another important stop is stating the aims and results to be achieved. It is 
then essential to prepare the w ay to complete the stared aim. which should be 
positive and the emphasis should be on what is to be reached, not on what *

*0. Ftzycka, Feedback w ptgMks [andlnel, modifted: 1 104. 20] I, (accen J.W.JQLJI,|[lm] hiipyf 
manager. VAeszjalLplftai3fldzariiezaspotErn/ZTWJ6,Z.Re«lliack-w-pigrjk»JiiinL
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should be corrected. Apart hum  this the aim should be dear and reachable, 
and should give the feeling of success. It should be supported by a strong vision 
of the success within reach, The aim has to be real, i.e, it should bring benefits 
and beset in lime.

While giving feedback its reception should be adjusted. The different abili
ties of people receiving feedback should be taken into account, which also de
pend on a day and situation, as mentioned above,

T h e  skills to create a proper atmosphere, providing the best possible condi
tions for understanding and accepting feedback, ate- also crucial. Feedback 
should be given in an atmosphere of trust, respect and openness, and one's ex
perience has a decisive influence on this. For the feedback to be given suc
cessfully. people should create a contract in which they specify the rules. Ir is 
important to appoint a peaceful place in which the reception of information 
will not be interrupted T h e  most important aspects are honesty and empathy 
in the relations-11

While giving feedback it has to be remembered that the communicated in 
formation has to he efficient. It is crudal to realize that not only does verbal 

communication take plate but so dots non-verbal communication, used by 
the sender while giving the information, consisting of "body language' involv
ing numerous elements, especially facial expressions and gestures." Both 
forms usually appear simultaneously, complementing each other. However, as 
Argyle, Domacbowski and Johson emphasize, in social functioning the nort- 
verbal communication is as important, o r oven sometimes more important, 

than the verbal one. None of the authors responsible for the theories of com 
munication has doubts as to tbe importance of non-verbal communication; 
the differences concern only the level of its importance. According to R.. Bried- 
wbisiclt. an American psychology professor, non-verbal communication is 
complementing. strengthening the direct, verbal communication which k  is 
Strongly connected with. It is important 10 bear in m ind the fact that com ple
menting verbal communication with the non-verbal cannot be avoided or ig
nored, as the oral component of direct communication is less than 35% and 
65% of information given in a non-verbal way, which is as m uch as two thirds 
of the whole communication.11 T h e  effectiveness of giving constructive criti
cism (bearing in m ind the level and the w ay o f communication) depends on 
two forms: verbal and non-verbal communication. O the r rules should also be 
remembered, such as full concentration (active listening is very difficult), h a v
ing an open mind, avoiding speculation, keeping calm, showing interest b y us
ing eye-contact, nodding, making summaries and reflections, asking questions 14

14 ifctdciri p. 3 0 -J J
"  W  D o iu K h o ira id . S, to w a lik  J . Mituska. Z  utA H fn in i prychokwii spoiccm cj. Ufaranw a. 

ZOtM. p. 7S.
IJA. Fra«. Jrzjfc ciata. knixSw. ] W7. p. Ii.
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to make sure that everything is understood. and helping (he other side in solv
ing the problem,

Feedback is a complex and difficult activity involving many skills. Th e  be
havior lo be changed or corrected should be clearly described as the receiver 
of the feedback needs to understand lhe core of the issue, feel the importance 
of rhe problem, and be sure that k  is necessary to change something. Every
thing should be said directly, avoiding speculation and judging statements such 

as "[ don't like your attitude", etc. In explaining the negative influence of the 
wrung behavior people should stick to the facts and be ready to verify them ac
cording ic  feedback given by other people.

Behavior and attitude as the result of feedback should also be clearly de 
scribed. The  solution for a specific situation o r problem should be sought to
gether. However, the person receiving feedback should always be encouraged 
10 search for solutions, and with help if needed.11

W hile giving feedback the focus should be placed on what is good. The 
technique of alternating good and bad news should be used. In order for the 
criticism to be constructive and have an expected efiect the order of giving in 
formation should be as follows:

1} information of a positive character.
2 ) information of a correcting character.
31 information of a positive character.
Information of a positive character allows the receiver to open for the infor

mation.
At the next stage information of a correcting character can be given, show

ing the element in the behavior, skills o r knowledge that the receiver should 
change or correct, Feedback should be closed by information of a positive 
character which will allow the action, enable the receiver to believe in his/her 
Strength and the possibilities to reach the goal.

Another principle that allows for positive relations and building correct 
commuriicetiort between the teacher and the student is the rule that the 
teacher should always judge the behavior, not the person. It is an important 
part of creative criticism, very often underestimated o r not noticed by teach
ers, '*

Finally, a positive result from feedback is possible if speakers teach an agree
ment. Nobody can be forced to any change. People can only be encouraged 
and helped in introducing changes, but thtst- changes have to be made by 

people themselves. It is possible if the interested party aeoepts the inrrodueiion 
of objective standards. T h e  person that Is to change their behavior has to ac
cept the necessity to undertake different actions that are crucial for the

"  R. Bee and R Bee. op. at, p. 36- 3£ 
IJ &. S t r y d u n l a -d ^ ,  op. edr, p. 41.

changes to happen- It is helpful if there are deadlines to maintain lime 
frames, “

The above described rules of feedback are included in the Id  basic rules that 
should be considered while giving feedback. By giving constructive criticism it 
is usually assumed that the person being its receiver is open to a dialogue. 
There are, however some situations w hen giving feedback seems to be a huge 
challenge, for example w hen a person avoids contact o r is difficult to teach an 
agreement with. Such situations happen w hen the receiver of the feedback;

-  does not agree with being urilicKcd.
-  shows no interest o r thinks it does nol concern them,
-  is shocked, worried or even cries,
-  is forioua.
-  refuses the right to be criticiied.
To be proponed for such situations theft causes should be understood. These 

may result from;
-  lack of self-confidence (one is afraid to get the results of the evaluation),
-  acting out of sircss,
-  feeling of satisfaction of the state of things and the negative attitude to

wards taking new  action.
-  treating criticism as the threat to one's position. etc.
There are even more causes that depend on the specific characteristics of 

people, and their experience and em otions:'... understanding w hy people act 
in a certain w ay is valuable help in preparing to deal with them1.14

Using communicates of T  and “You" types is also important.
A  constructive and non constructive expression of feedback is completed by 

ihe two types of information. *1" information allows to give feedback in a con
structive way. while ’ You" information docs not create a chance for under
standing and analysis of the problem thaL the sender would like to inform the 
other side about- It is therefore not a correct form. "I" information focuses on 
the sender's feelings which are difficult to discuss; these are the consequences 
of certain behaviors of the other person showing what aspects in the behavior 
of the other side makes the sender nervous or sad. It stops the problem from es
calating and the aggression of the other person, and includes four elements:1'

* I f e e l... -  a place for feelings.
* W h e n  yo u  ... -  a place for talking about a specific behavior that released 

the feelings.
* Because ... -  explaining w hy the behaviur caused certain feelings.
- 1 expect t h a t ... * 14

,l R. Bee-and F Bee. op. dt„ p. J4-40.
14 Ihdem. p. 43
17 Soluiionof Human Resources lontine]. liocess: 2.09.20121. Feedback na btci^cci w roewoju 

icmpecenqi. [in:] hiipiV/Www5ctubon.|il'feedback.-na'liiezac»w-TOZwaju-fecni|Htencji.hiin].
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"fa tf  information focuses on the other person, end is of a judgemental and 
accusing chstscter, It includes generalizations. accusations. instructions and 
evaluation.

Sending T  and 'Y b u ' information. as H. Ryfkc States. abo allows the teacher 
lo recognise not only the Student's bul also teacher's psychical aTea- The 
teacher's ability to preserve an important balance and border between T  and 
'Y b u ' does not mean not being involved in emotions and a relationship with 
a student. Sending T  information is a responsibility for one's ow n words, ac
tions and relationship with students. Overusing “You* i * information by [he teach
ers does nor solve cognitive and communication problems; on the contrary it 
makes the problems grow  and creates obstructions in [he process of com m uni
cation.1*

A  list of useful advice and recommendations that cart be used in giving and 
receiving criticism in the teacher student relation was created b y H. Hamer.1*

W hile giving critical information:
* express the accusation directly to the interested person and use eye con

tact.
* do not compare the criticized behavior to others, it causes humiliation.
* express the accusation right after the situation,
* when the receiver accepts the accusation, do not repeal it. it causes hu

miliation,
■ criticize only behavior that can be changed.
■ do not highlight dissatisfaction,
* express only one reservation at a time -  any more makes the receiver nerv

ous and stops them from listening! (thisohen happens when teenagers are 
'bom barded" with criticism!.

■ avoid being malicious and sarcastic,
■ do not ask about the motives of the criticized behavior and do not try to 

guess.
■ avoid the words 'n e v e r' and 'always', as they destroy creditability.
* if you do not praise a lot and often, d o  not expect openness to your criti

cism.
Mow to accept critical remarks?:
* stay cairn and show that you ere listening.
* maintain eye contact.
* try to understand the criticism, do not defend yourself,
■ do not ascribe the sender hostile feelings towards yourself.
* do not change the subject.

"  G. koC-Seniuch. Iconc t.cxnunikacii a knukmic iHuczycicli. [in:] Zzowdnicri pcdcubokw
i ksukenia naucrycieti, cd. H. Kwaihovraka, T. Levrawidd, Warnawa. .L99S, p. 190.

'* K. Hamer. H un do rfektywnofci luuezania. Wanzaa.'a, ] 994. p. 71-7J.
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■ do not criticize the petson that criticizes you,
■ do not say to the critic that they are overreacting,
■ do not joke,
■ do not ascribe the sender with something that was not said.
■ at the end of the conversation show that you have understood the accu

sation,
• give youTself Time to be calm; order your thoughts before you further dis

cuss the accusations.
T h e  choke of place is also important while giving feedback, A  Student 

should not be criticized in front of their colleagues or other people as this mut- 
liplies the punishment by humiliation. Negative feedback should be given d i
rectly facc-tcb-face. Similar to praising, students prefer to receive it in privacy, 
not in public, which may cause a hostile atmosphere and create an unpleasant 
reaction from the rest of the studonts-

Feedback should be descriptive information not evaluation, and should re
fer to the aspects of behavior that can be changed- For feedback to be proper 
i[ is necessary to emphasize [hat i[ is [he opinion of the person forming 11 h is 
also important that the person forming feedback has a positive altitude to the 
receiver and that the latter is prepared to accept feedback. It cannot be forced 
as it should take the form of an offer.

Correctly given feedback is a great form Of communication between teacher 
and students. This skill requires knowledge and practice that help In building 
correct relationships at school, and can also bo an effective way of the 
teachers didactic and educational work- Th e  teacher should not criticize a stu
dent if their knowledge or experience ate beyond the area the criticism refers 
to. The issue we know  nothing about cannot be criticized. Th e  teacher is not 
an expert in every area of knowledge, is not someone w h o  never makes mis
takes as "there is no proof that God gave the tool of education and creation of 
everything to scientists'.”

There  is a son of educational gap as far as giving Feedback is concerned. 
Future teachers are very rarely taught how  to correctly and constructively 
criticize students, and students therefore receive m ore destructive and con
structive criticism at school. However, it is worth considering what can be 
changed in this sphere. Therefore, constructive information given to students 
should refer to certain ways o f behavior in specific situations, information giv
en this w ay is to be a source of knowledge on how  the actions undertaken by 
the student are seen by others and how  they influence them. Th e  student may 
thus compare their ow n intentions and approaches with their reception by 
others and the actual results. If there are discrepancies land the student ac
cepts the reservations), a correction can be made. This type of information is

* C  Baiuch. My i nans spta wy. Krakdwt 2000, p. 7. 
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not a sign of disrespect and does not negate the person itself, rather (he be
havior.

Norn-constructive criticism referring to genera] features and behavior does 
not give (he student a chance do draw  conclusions concerning the aspects 
which are right in their behavior (to strengthen such behavior and improve it) 
and which are wrong. They have- no chance to correct (he action. This type of 
information is a source of uncertainty and makes people uneasy. These are es
pecially negative generalizations that make communication difficult, enforce 
conflicts and tensions, and are often seen as an attack on and violation of dig
nity. causing negative emotions. Being aware of the existence of positive and 
negative feedback, ihc information given 10  students should not be one-sided, 
as each person is neither completely good nor bad. T h e  knowledge about both 
good and bad behavior has its consequences, enabling the student to choose 
such behavior that will be approved. Constructive criticism in positive feed
back concerns either negative or positive student behaviors, and does not pro
vide objective knowledge about the student It has a label form that is not eas
ily changed. Unfortunately, as practice shows, labelling students happens very 
often. As A . Janowski states: 'together with a poor knowledge of children la
belling happens, i.e. a situation w hen an opinion (especially negative) about 
a student becomes an opinion com m only adopted b y other teachers w ho had 
no chance to have their ow n opinion about the student'.31 Opinions are also 
adopted by colleagues and (he student m ay be seen as weak, and as having 
problems with learning. Giving only one-sided, information o r  the student in 
a form of positive or negative feedback only sets the opinion become; the 
teacher doses their eyes to new  experiences and maintains a stereotype about 
the student. This situation is considered very dangerous as it triggers a m echa
nism of self-fulfilling prophecy. As a result, the student w ho was often told that 
ihey are not clever and that litlle can be expected from them will actually start 
to behave this way. seeing no sense in changing the opinion.“  It is also dishon
est to label good students who, in teachers' opinions, are always nice, pre
pared fer classes, dever and well behaved. This can cause situations in which 
such a student will discover lhat ihey don't need to try to be accepted, which 
has negative effects o n  cooperation and building relationships with teaehers- 
Thus. it is imponent for teachers to use both positive and negative feedback in 
their w ork with students. Praise given to the student in class is m olivalirg  and 
of a greet value, and is especially important for weaker students. Thanks to 
that, the student m ay change their motivation towards learning, set ihcm m - 
selves m ore difficult goals, understand the relationship between effon, its ef
fects and the praise received from the teacher. A  typical sign of such a change

*' A  JarttiVrtfci, tkieri 1/ |fcJrtc IirfiJj sJfcnlrtetfrt, rtf- (*-. f  71.
"  Ibwfcm. p. 73.
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will definitely be an increase in self-esteem and confidence, In a situation 
when a student gels a lower grade for their work, wotds of destructive criticism 
will make people expect only poor results from them. Teachers', parents' and 
friends' expectations will stay at a low level, not always in response to a stu
dent's actual a b ilit ie s .T o  avoid such situations, while giving feedback ihe 
teacher should;

• act quickly by giving criticism as fast as possible w hen everyone knows 
what the matter is.

'  stay calm to have a conversation focusing on the facts,
■ never criticise in writing: criticism should be given directly, in person.
■ talk about what is seen, without analyzing what the student could possibly 

think or fed- T h e  teacher should not look for hidden intensions. S/he 
should talk about the situation as if it was unexpected,

• present facts b y giving examples of the behavior evaluated.
■ focus on the problem, not the person.
• show the effects by talking about the consequences of the student's be

havior.
■ set action for the future togelher with the student and at the same time ex

plain what the situation taughl both of you. and what conclusions can be 
spread am en# others.

■ respect and appreciate by establishing conditions fer respecting dignity, 
appreciating students' responsibility for their ow n behavior or b y appreci
ating their efforts they make in im proving the situation. It is also worth ex
pressing optimism for the future.

• treat criticism as the tool for development, a means of improvement and 
development of the student's competences “

T h e  teacher should always be interested in the causes of the problem from 
the student's perspective as well. O nly then can all the factors Involved in the 
situation |>e spotted, a proper solution found and a similar situation prevented 
in the Future.

T h e  principles and rules of farming feedback and its proper use In the edu
cational process seem to be dear, easy and obvious, but their significance is 
seen w hen they are not property used nor respected in practice. This is a very 
com m on cause of the disturbances in the process of communication and edu
cation. In order to find out about teachers' actual knowledge on feedback, re
search by A . Pawiak and K. Brggjel-Wardowska was conducted on a group or 
I4& primary and junior high school teachers within the cujavta-pomerarda 
voievodeship. Due to tbe size restriction of the article only cortdusioTts based * I

J‘ G KoC-Scniuch. NaiKzycicI i uraert wsytracjach ritulnych. op. cit.. s. I w.
"A . Grabb*. Zmctywup pracownifca. JsA ip-awk", aby tv-Vjj icjptH bsl roxkpw 1 odnosil sulccsy.

I ini lKtpr^«ww.nk»ci^pl/ui><x»tcnyU|ilosdV3Dl(yt)StirncityuA(i-|iraoowriika.pdf ZOID. acorn: 
IC.es. 20 L2p, 32.
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on the part erf the results will be presented, Respondents taking pan in the re
search were asked about knowledge erf different synonymous expressions con
nected with feedback- Based on the results it can be stated that the most pop
ular was feedback (43,5%). while the less popular was the Pblish version of 
English feedback (21,5%)» e ve r though It is a direct translation from English. 
A  similar num ber of respondents (21% ) understood feedback as constructive 
erttietsm. The remaining part did not give any answers. W here, then, do teach
ers know  the definitions from?

Th e  biggest group learnt about the notion of feedback during their studies 
(26% ); a similar percentage of teachers learnt about it during different courses, 
and workshops (24% ): 21 .£% erf respondents stated they know about feedback 
from private conversations and professional discussions; 10% found out about 
the issue From mass media, i.e. newspapers, radio, TV , the Internet, and also 
from books, films, and cinema. A  high percentage (18.5%) gave no answer to 
any of the questions. Interestingly, only one fifth of the respondents learnt 
about feedback during their studies. Such data results may be rooted in the 
fact that more than half (65% ) of the people involved in the research have 
been teachers for m any years. We should hope that nowadays, while educat
ing future teachers, constructive criticism is a pair of the curriculum. Funher 
research m ay provide an answer to this.

Analyzing ten tools of forming feedback, it was pointed out that it is crucial 
to recognize the type of ihe receiver of the information as far as iheir tolerance 
and individual predispositions to accept constructive criticism and behavior 
are concerned. D o  teachers use this clue in their work with students? A  high 
percentage of teachers (65% ) said that they adjust the feedback to the stu
dent's individual needs. Less than o re  third (29%) admitted that they d o  so 
only sometimes, and only 4%  said that they rarely pay attention to their stu
dent s needs concerning ihe form of feedback referring lo their school achieve
ment and behavior during classes and breaks. Two per cent of ihe respondents 
never thought about ihe problem. N one of the teachers admitted that they do 
not adjust feedback to ihe student's needs. W hat does this slale of things result 
from? D o  teachers know ihe rules of forming feedback? In order to check this 
ihv respondents were given len tools of feedback forming in the w n e e l order. 
Three of them were changed on purpose in such a w ay ihal they were not for
mulated according to the assumptions of constructive feedback. The teachers' 
task was to mark ihe ones which, according id them, had a negative influence 
op the correctly given feedback. O nly  people w ho knew the theory and had ex
perience in forming and giving Feedback had n o  problem with the task.

Th e  first false tool of feedback forming referred to focusing on reaching the 
aim at alL costs, i c  changing ihe behavior and student's conduct- Inconsisten
cy with the -rules of forming feedback was spotted b y  one fifth ( ]  6.5%) of the 
questioned teachers.

ArinA PAwtik
This m ay result from the fact that only a small percentage of teachers in 

volved in ihe research iried lo reach ihe set goal in a democratic way, taking 
students' feelings and reactions into account. Does this mean that 83.5% of 
teachers do not pay attention to ihe effects of destructive criticism’’

Moreover, as m uch as 2fl% of respondents marked the nest false tool, which 
was labelling students' behavior to be changed without showing empathy. It 
means that the remaining part of the teachers see nothing w rong in such be
havior. They perhaps do this not realizing that il destroys a student's self-as- 
scssmcnl and creates a gap between a student and a teacher, which in conse
quence makes good communication and cooperation impossible.

Many people marked imposing a solution as an inefficient step in forming 
feedback (30% ). which moans that these teachers take studems' thoughts, feel
ings and opinions into account, and try not to impose their solution to the 
problem appearing in the process of education. All in all. the results of the sur
veyed teachers, a high percentage of whom  could not spot the three wrongly 
formulated rules and would use them in forming feedback, allow us to- con
clude that teachers' knowledge about feedback Is worrying. This is surprising 
when compared with the results received with reference to the necessity of ad
justing the criticism to students' needs. Il is puzzling as to whether a teacher 
w ho could not spot incorrect information in the list of the stages erf feedback 
forming has the ability to give constructive criticism and adjust it to the stu
dent’s needs.

Destructive criticism, as G- Kod-Seniuch states, 'm ale» sensitive people with 
low self-esteem believe even less in their ow n strengths and cognitive abilities, 
and decreases their activeness and creativity. There appears an additional 
problem concerning the significance of getting to know the students, their fea
tures of character and environmental conditions, as well as the teacher's life 
wisdom in higher contacts with students'.”

In their response to open questions, the respondents emphasized that the 
opinion directed to students without third ponies is the most effective as it 
'reaches' them the best. They declared that the opinion given by them de
scribes students’ achievement in learning, points out some knowledge gaps, 
and shows the methods of correcting mistakes and creating the necessity 
skills. O ne respondent claimed: T talk about my students weak, tell them about 
their achievements and shortages. I suggest the methods and the ways of im 
proving their skills and shortages io knowledge. I pay attention to what the stu
dent has already mastered, stressing that he/she docs not need a lot to achieve 
success. Feedback is given in a  positive atmosphere that motivates them to 
work'. Other teachers also pointed out the importance o f the w ay information 
is given. They emphasized the significance of creating a good, friendly atmos-

”  C. KjoC-Setuudr Neuczyewl i uizzert w syruacjach sdjjlnydi, op. cir., p. US.
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phere while giving constructive criticism. They pointed out ihat depending oh 
the situation of the students they are given either praise or are teprimanded- 
There were also teacheT? w ho appreciated the importance of praise in the 
prows? of education, especially with weaker student?, According to one of the 
surveyed teachers. 'Praise directed to the student in front of the whole class 
motivates and is especially important for weaker students'. As the research 
shows, teachers are aware of the importance of feedback in the process of ef
fective and efficient education. Unfortunately, a high percentage has little 
knowledge about it. A  large group of teachers has problems with proper feed
back forming and has no idea about the mies. At the same time, many of the 
respondents stated that they use feedback: and adjust it to the students' needs.

In light of the research results it is crucial to include information about feed
back in the curriculum in future teachers' education.

Most of the surveyed 194%) think that the teachers' education should in 
clude information concerning proper feedback forming. A  small percentage of 
the surveyed (6 % ) has no opinion about it. Apart From the above citied opin
ions. we should be aware that: 'teaching is a job that is not finished in any com 
pleted form or education, re-education, and additional courses A  teacher be 
comes the teacher not only due to their studies. T h e  education a future 
teacher gets c a r only start the process of becoming a teacher ... A  teacher be 
comes a teacher by doing the job. He/she becomes one due 10  tbeir ow n effort 
in understanding and changing the person itself due to the self-reflection and 
changes In the personality it involves'/*  Considering the dissatisfying results on 
teachers' knowledge of motivating students using constructive criticism. 
J. Kozlelecki's statement should be remembered; 'any action can bring suc
cess, failure or so-called surprise (j.e. a surprising nor an urintenlional effect) 
... A  failure (feeling of failing in the performed activity) -  as long as the teacher 
is competent enough and psychically strong enough -  triggers so called task re
action. 5lrerglhenina the motivation to overcome difficulties, expanding to
wards ihe areas of action that may compensate for the failure, and even make 
it a source of inspiration to change thinking and acting within the used m eth
ods of work,’”

It is very valuable and crucial in presenting the influence of constructive crit
icism on teachers' w ork to compare the answer? received from teachers with 
students' answers, O nly a research conducted am ong leachers and students 
could show the whole picture of the issue. However, E. P. Torrence's (1962) list

■“  R. KwaSiuca, Wpmwsfberue (to nryslofua. Q  unpomagarmi nauezyeieifi w  mySemu, [in:] 
Z iB&adnkTi pedeucobtiji i koiaJocnis nauoyneb. cd. H. Kwiaalixnvdia. T. Lcu-ou.ieta. Warszawa. 
1-995. p. 33
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